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INTRODUCTION 
Since Laul"etta Bendel' (1938) f'illst originated her te.t of' 
Visual-Motol" Gestalten, different modifications fram the stand-
ara method of' a~.tratlon have been suggest.d. Not only haa 
the method of administratlon been varied but alao difterent and 
more objectlve ways ot 8COl"ing have been proposed, Billingsl.a 
(1948), Pascal and 8utt.l1 (1951, Koppitz (1958). !hroughout 
the years, many studies have been published studying special-
ized aspects of the Bender and estimating the usetulness ot the 
test with 41fterent nosological gl'oupa. A group III which the 
Bender studies have been lew and tar between has been the d .... 
linquent group. It 1s with this group that this study will 
concern itselt. 
It is the purpose ot this study to investigate the compar-
ability ot two type. of Bender administrations in a population 
of' delinquent boys. More specifically, this study hopes to 
compare a group method ot Bender administration with the stand-
ard method proposed by LaUl"etta Bender. 1'h18 comparison i8 
being undertaken ln an attempt to validate the gl"OUp method ot 
Bander administration which ls being u.ed at the Illinois Youth 
COMmi.sion (IYC) Reception and Diagnostic (R & D) Center. 
The 1"8.u1ts of such a validating study as is being under-
taken here could have decided implications not only tor the 
group Bender method being used at the lye (R &: D) Center, but 
also tor other types ot group administrations used with de-
linquents. Assuming that the validity of the group method ot 
Bender administration is substantiated, then, such a method 
could be used as a screening device in penal institutions 
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where it 1. not feasible beoause ot a lack ot atatf to give tn-
di vidual Benders to each person. 
On the other hand, it the group _thod of Bender adm.1n1s-
tratlon is not found to be valid when compared with the stand-
ard method, then the inconsistencies which are round between 
the types ot adminiatrations might alao be at value. Such in-
oonsistencies could indirectly give some under8t~lding to the 
faotors responsible. These factors may be traceable to the 
method and materials used in the study and/or to the personality 
of the delinquent. 
In order to compare the group m.ethod with the standard 
method, 15 variables involving destruction or modification of 
the Bender designs have been chosen. The individually and 
group administered Bender protoools of each subject will be 
checked to .ee how many ot these 15 variables or deviations are 
pre.ent. 
In any event, the value ot this study l1e. in the added 
into~ation that it provide. tor a better understanding of the 
delinquent and his pertormance on an instrument that is easily 
administered and has value as a screening device. 
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11014 that the general purpose or this study has been sta.ted, 
the two specific hypotheses to be tested will be presented. 
HYPOTHESIS I 
Bender Gesta.lt figure reproductions should not be signiticantly 
etrected by the type ot administration used. 
It a person is administered the Bender in the .standard way 
and is administered this same test in a group his resulting 
tigure reproduotions tor both types ot administra.tion should, 
tor the Jaoat part, be the same. It 1s ra.tionalized that the 
personal factors which would lead to Bander deviations are re-
latively sta.ble personality charaoteristics and, thus, are oper-
ating during both the group and individual methods ot a.dministra-
tion. 
lID OTJlESdl;S !f ~e persona ty ot the delinquent will be reflected by a signiti-
cant increase in oertain Bender variables which mea.sure traits 
common to this population. 
In order to proceed with this hypothesis, two basic assump-
tions must be made. The tiret is that delinquents torm a noso-
logic category, no matter how diffuse, and that there is some 
essential homogeneity in the conditions underlying each noso-
logic category. The second is that the Bendel' is an instl'ument 
that can be used to present configurations tor nosologic cate-
gorie.. This second assumption may be held in auspect by many, 
but When granted. perm1ts Hypothesis II to be tested and the 
.econd assU1'tlptlon itself' to be indirectly proven or disproven. 
4. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW' OF RELA'l'ED LITERATURE 
The review ot the literature tor this study will eneanpass 
several areas ot Bender research. Sinoe the main purpose ot 
this study is to validate a group method ot Bender administra-
-tion then an emphasis will be plaoed on the researoh which is 
germain to this topic. However. there are other important areas 
to be covered also. Research on the use at the Bender with de-
linquents will be set torth. 'l'he tindings ot the studies in 
this area will serve as a potnt ot reterence tor the results of 
this stud,.. Research on objective sooring aystems willnbe cited 
and critically evaluated. The scoring system devised tor use tn 
this Itudy oan, therefore. be oompared with these other systems. 
An important sphere ot research on the Bendar has dealt with the 
use of this test as a projective technique. In conjunction with 
the second h1Pothesis ot this study, research will be presented 
using the Bender in the asaelsment ot personal! ty traits and the 
grouping ot the Bender trait measures to form configurations. 
At first glance it may appear that these difterent areas ot 
Bender research are only minimally related. However, several of 
the studies to be cited &0 consider a majority ot these topios 
but, like this study, they do focus on one or two major ones. 
The sequence that will be tollowed tor the body of this chapter 
will be the same as has just been presented in this paragraph. 
S 
Lastly_ all the pieces ot research to be mentioned will be in-
dividually evaluated and criticized and a general evaluation 
tor each area will tollow. 
Lauretta Bender (1938) in her original monograph pointed 
out that a tachistoscopic presentation of her figures could re-
veal disturbances of agnosia that might not .otherwise appear 
distinctly. By taking trds stand, she lent her endorsement of 
another method ot administration and thereby opened the door tor 
the other methods of Bender amainistration that have followed. 
Hutt (1945a) was the first one to pursue Bender's sugges-
tion and to go into detail about the tachistoscopic and other 
method. of Bender administration. While he turnished a detailed 
description about the procedure to be followed, his suggestions 
were noteworthy in their lack of reference to validating data. 
Suczek and Xlopter (1952) used a group method of Bender ad-
ministraticn to study the associa.tive value of the individual 
Bender figures. They concluded that the figures do have relativ-
ely consistent stimulus value whether they a.re administered in 
the standard waY' or in groups. Since these authors were primar-
ily conoerned with studying the assooiative value of the figure., 
theY' failed to produce a detailed analysis of how the group 
method that the,. used oompared with the star.\.dard mothod. 
A study wa.s done by Keogh and Smith (1961) using different 
Bender-Gestalt group technique. with children. They admin-
istered the Bender in the standard way. but also used two other 
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types of administration. In one group method of administration. 
each subject was given a booklet with the design reproduced in 
the upper one-third of the page, the lower two-thirds of the 
page having been left blank for the subject's design reproduc-
tion. In the third method of administration, each subject was 
given a blank hQoklet and each design was presented separately 
to the group on a white cardboard. Using analysis of variance 
as th.eir statistical technique, they found no significant dif-
ferences among the different types of administration. One of 
their conclusions was that it is feasible to use the Bender-
G9stalt as a group teat for young children. This study by 
KGog...h 9..,1'}.d Stllith is a well designed one. Their findings were 
qui te meaningful and the a.uthors vlere quite judicious in the 
eonclusiois that they reached. However, it seems that their 
subjects might have been controlled on more variables than they 
were. 
v:.1hile the research which has investigated the different 
group method. ot Bender a.dti1inist:ration i. not very extensi va, it 
doe. tend to auggest that it 1s legitimate to administer the 
Bendel'-Gestalt test to groups as w&ll as to individuals. How-
evel', because ot the paucity ot studies in this area and the 
lack ot a detailed information concerning the similarities and 
ditterence. among different types of Bander administrations. 
definite oonclusions should await the availability ot more exper-
imental data. 
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In this present study not only are two ditterent types 01' 
Bender administrations being compared, but the population being 
used is a tactor w.h1Oh has to be considered. In order to ob-
tain a better understanding ot the delinquent and how he might 
be expected to respond on the Bendel', .everal studies whiQh deal 
with the Bender-Gestalt test and delinquency will now be pre-
sented. 
Zolik (1958) did a study in which he comp6.l'ed the Bender-
Gestalt ot 43 adolescent delinquents with those ot 43 non-
delinquents who resided in high delinquency areas. The sub-
jects were matched individually tor age and Otis I.Q. It was 
found that the two groups diitered signiticantly on all com-
parisons made using the Pascal and Suttell scoring system. 
While this study is interesting in both its design and con-
cluaions, the author m1ght have gone into more detall about the 
individual Bender teatures which ditterentiated between the two 
groups. 
CUrnutt and Corotta (1960) attempted to replicate Zolikta 
reCOMmended rascal and Suttell cut-ott score using an independ-
ent sample ot 120 adolescent delinquents 01' whom sixty-three 
were males and titty-seven temales. Their results indicated 
poor prediction in terms at ditterentiating delinquent behavior 
trom non-delinquent behavior Whether one used the higher cut-ott 
score suggested by Pascal and Suttell (1951) or the lower cut-ot1 
score suggested by 7ol1k. The authors concluded that the great 
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variability of scores in their sample was probably a re-
flection of the wide range of behavior attributable to the 
delinquent. Unfortunately, this study differed from Zolikts 
in several respects and it is, therefore, difficult to validly 
compare the two. 'ftJhen the author t s say that the delinquent 
personality explains the great variability ot the Bender scores, 
they are in actuality assigning this variability to a global 
and amorphus category. 
In the literature on the use ot the Bender with delinquents 
there seems to be a tendenoy to make rather sweeping and de:f'1n1t ~ 
statements about the effectiveness of this instrum,(ltnt with this 
population. 
Bender, herself, says the following: 
Such terms as "behavior disorders", "character disorders lt II 
Ifpsychopath1c personality" II "delinquency" Camlot be 
categorized as representing any common or mutually 
exclusive experimental or pathological characteristics 
that would make it possible tor different researchers to 
define their groups (1963 p. xvi). 
On the subject of the variability ot the personality ot 
the delinquent, Glueck (1959) lists more than a dozen traits 
on 1Ch1ch the delinquent titters trom the non-delinquent. He 
also states that there are many traits Which are common to both 
groups. Tolor and Schulberg (1963) seem to have taken a 
reasonable position in this matter. They believe that it is 
apparent that relatively little systematic information is 
available on the Bender performance ot patients with character 
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and behavior disorders. It is their opinion that tho paucity 
of data available suggests that it probably is at least as dif-
ficult to differentiate such groups trom normals as it is to 
make differentiations between neurotios ~~d normals. Not only 
have there been too tew studies from which to draw too m~~y 
definite conclusions, 1~)t those studies just presented h~ve also 
had their detlclencles. Por the m.ost part, they have been lack-
ing in controls. They have restricted th~tselvea tc a ve~ 
narrow age group (ages 16 and over). Lastly, when the results 
in these studies did not meet up to expectations, the v1ide range 
of behavior attributed to the delinquent nosological group nas 
used as an eA~lanation tor the failure to obtain definite re-
suIts. 
In any attempt at comparing difterent groups and/or methods 
of administration on the Bender, one must have so~e method ot 
comparison. More specifically_ when taoed vdth the task of com-
paring a group method with the standard method ot adrdinistration, 
it was deoided that an objeotive method of comparison would be 
needed. The use of objective sooring SySt~lS for the Bender 
dates back to the 1940's and a review of some of these 'tdll now 
be presented. 
Billingslea (1948) set out to develop an objective scoring 
method tor Bander-Gestalt Tests. He constructed 63 indioes in-
volving suoh things as the measurement of l.engths ot lines, 
angles, areas, irregularities in Shape, and rotation of a whole 
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tigu:-e or part.;) or £~ t'isuro rel~t1.vo tc' ~a~h '~h~ll". rl~80_" 
e$tablished to g1v~ ~~tlrrlng e~.rt1c1entl to 25 test taoto~:. 
B111!ngslen (196,3), h.t..~eGlt, 'tw,# givo!!, the b¢t!tt. el"1ttq't.~ o.f bis 
tnor!!16 8jetta. ~re at-ted that ltrrlle hi8 oe(\l'lr:~ ay.ta s-timu-
lat~ l'lP"teh ~8o(\I'Ob net! vity, 1 t btUl.l pl-OVfm too eumb(l11'aom. tot-
1'$ S$dU"'ch a.i'H! cl1u1 Of 1 ~.' "1(:;). 
'!'he re •• arnh actt v1 t:;r t11at ws lStimulJ4t$c br :31ll.in.siJles. t s 
Wl'k 119.8 .t"1"l"otltle<t in th(t .arly l?.$'O'1 tdt.'). th& t/Ol"k of Klta7 
(1950) and PII,$t:ttl M~ Sutt.el.l t19S1J. The$tt ~&rb,.t.rs d.-
,'olo~ objee;.ttve aeol'illg eystem8 rot' tho ~ldep 'Wtdoh have, at 
lCtllst In. the case or thO P£!.$eeJ. e.n4 SUttell ..,st.t ach.'t$?ed 
£N'tfiter pl"OIt!!n.enee tMr.n had any ot the other e~1'.tet'4a pl·1oJ.- to 
tMt tl~6 and .1n~e tbrtt time. ~ mort$ deta1led analyst. of 
the.. nn(l other 01": j.ott ve s~1",tcmtll tlovitt.'" to%' use "d, th .adult. 
fUll! children \1111 :now be pl"CBor'ted. 
Pasefl.l and Sutt.ll (19~) put ~1"th an object! w ecorine 
s18tem 1n 'Wblch they ~ that the f:tD'JOUnt ot dev1,t~tlm tdJ!C!h. 
& aubjeot (:.~ts 1r4 l'ept-odrce1ng the 'genc'".". dOllgt'lS :ron.eta h1a 
attitude tOW$H l"eal1~ Q%:\~ 111 e. 1'\mct1n.."l ot the tnta£;r~tlve 
('.npaotty ot tw ego. 6.ccopdlng to tbeJJol. there 1.$ ill proct"ea.lve 
aeeNUEi 1n eso tw\otlminQ; ~ noma]. to noul'1'tto to paychotl0 
lndlv1&'u •. l. Wb10h Should be retleo1)ed in the Bend.er...c-estnlt pro-
to(';ole. In their' 878t., dev!atloruJ weN Ultf.gn&4 "161ghta and 
the total raw seoN Ie bued. UpOn the total o~ deTlatlona C'lG 
neatena 1 ~ 8, plUs the 0"'.1'&11 OGnttprat1on. Hot1d.th-
at-dins atQ' other detiolenol.. that thla ., st_ aq haft. Ita 
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application is restricted, especially with the population used 
in this study because ot the tact that it was standardized on 
persons ranging in age 15 to 50. 
A less widely used but still important scoring system was 
developed by Kitay (1950). It involves the measurement with 
graph paper ot size deviations from the stimulus fIgures accord .. 
ing to twenty-five indices. Standard scores are computed tor 
the size deviations. and a V score (standard deviation) and D 
score (algebraic total) are calculated. It is Kltay's conten-
tion that a D score represents a subject's overall tendency 
toward contraction or expansion while the V score ret1ects his 
intra-individual variability in performance. He concludes that 
In general the greater the degree ot distractabl11ty trom the 
"torm aspects" ot the task, the greater the V score. ~e value 
ot this system seems to lie in the fact that it is an attempt at 
ba.ing a scoring technique on a theoretical framework. The 
paucity of research engendered by this system seems to suggest 
that the content of Klta:yts work did not equal his methodolog-
ical app!'oach. 
An objective scoring system was developed by Gobetz (1953) 
tor use with a more limited population ot adults. It was his 
intention to determine whether neurotics and normals could be 
distinguished on the basis ot their Bender-Gestalt protocols. 
His scoring system involved the use or graphiC signs ~ch are 
scored by inspection or measurement ot the figure. in the test 
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record and method signs, which result tram direct observation ot 
a subjectts test behavior. A list consisting ot eighty-two 
scoring categories which yield6d 312 global and individual fig-
ure signs .rere produced. Gobetz found that only foul:' global and 
forty Individual signs were capable of differentiating the 
neurotic fram the normal groups at the .05 level of confidence. 
Even though Gobetz did" tor the most part, aohieve the goals that 
he set for himaelt in this study. ius system has not gained wide 
acceptance among elinician". Tl".J.s is pl"obably because of ~~e 
limited scope of his systern as eOll1pared l¥1.th the Pascal and 
Buttell system which i8 not restricted to only the normal and 
neurotic populations. 
Up to now this paper has limited itself to the pl"esentation 
of objective scoring systems devised for use with adults. How-
eve~. attenpts have been made at constructing such systems tor 
use with the Bender protocols of children and early adolescents. 
The pril'lcipal contributor to this area of research has been 
Elizabeth Koppitz (1958) who attempted to detel"mine whether a 
scoring system Gould distinguish between children whose school 
achievement was above 01" below average. It l'las her hope that 
ayeh a sc~ring syst~ could be based primarily on the P~s~al and 
Buttell categories. A composite score was obtained by addblg 
all of the subject's points in the significant categories, a 
low total score being indicative of good performanoe. Koppitz 
(1960) proceeded to revise her system by including thirty items 
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under the oa.t~.:;ot'1.s of d1LJto::.-t1<.m or $ha.pe, ~ots.t10I':'., integra-
tion, and par$ever1!tlon. Shot tou.~ that aU ot theae ltem.. 
differentiated eo~~lstentl1 at the .05 le.el or bettar betw •• n 
tha above and belol'JI aver,'lse ,tudentz in the first end second 
ll"flc1,e. !fOrlll! we!"$ presented by thE' autho:t' to%' '1, O!'>5 children 
bet}!.o!'l tM ages ot rt \"0 and ten a."d n hAt] f years of e.g.. !be 
8t~e ~f' this saY4ple is much 1,a:rger than moat of the otbJ;)l" atand-
I.U'dirattlan !tUnplea used in the developm«1.t of di~terent .corins 
ayatema. Tb1$ 18 a eommendable aspect ot Koppltz'. ~~rk but 
further reee&rnh ia fu!ut\'lee 1n order to ascertain whether het' 
scores s.r& relatod to critel'iQ other tbe..n school aCl:d.everr.ant. 
~1hat 1s the eUl'Hnt statu. o.t object1,," SQol'1ng s:;stcs? 
Aoeol'ding to ~1111ns.ltJa (196,3) the "a.cal ~, SUttel1 .eo~ 
STatem he.. p~'\ren useful on e.dult protoeols and t'he F"..oppi tz t. 
Modif.ication has been s1m11E',rly useful with pretoeo18 cf eMl_. 
folop nn~ SChulber£ (1963) state that moat objective 6t.oriD€ 
method. are general11 quit. :reliable. now.ver, they Met that 
",\loh eyS"t«n8 ar-e cften-ttmes un."1.easasa1'1,ly comp11~ate.d anti th.,. 
have not been rowe to be mere effleae10us than 1ntu1 ti ft (ival.-
ationa of 1nM 'V1(h.u~J. protoeo18. 
The tlnal area or r.a.a~c.h with which this 8tudy 1a: con-
cerned is the \lse or the Bender aa a. project! va teeh%lJ,qu&. 
Render (1938) states in her or1s1nal m~~s;:raph that ~"1 integra .. 
ted, organ1Ul r •• pond.. k; patterns or seatal ten. 'hil. ahe 
genepal17 speaks in tema o~ Visual lftOtor d • .tects and matura-
tlonal lags. aha doea a.llude to certa.tn P.HOn.aJJ.tl tl'atts at 
dia.ociation and regr •• sive trends. However, it haa not been 
Lauretta Bender but rather Max Hutt who haa been the chief pro-
ponent of the Bender-Gestalt aa a projeotive instrument. H. 
began proposing his .,..tera in the mid ninet.en tortie. when he 
wote hi. " Tent ati ve Guide for the Administration and Interpre-
tation of the Bender-Gestalt Test u (194.$a). ae felt sinee this 
test involved a falrly neutral task and revealed the nature of 
the person's peroeptual and adaptive behavior, 1t oould be ot 
great value in analyzing the psychodynaalcs of the pel"sonallty. 
In this work he related certain Bender moditications witn apeci-
fie dimensiona ot the personality. In their recent text, BUtt 
and Briakin (1960) again promote the use of configurationa.l 
analysis in the interpretation Of the B$Qder. Their rationale 
i. that since paycbiatric syndromes do not constitute unique, 
reliable, or conceptually distinct entit! •• , then one should 
look tor a configuration ot test signa rather than any one sign. 
Muoh research has been done in the area ot the projective 
\lae ot the Bender. Many ot the studies previously mentioned in 
this paper hav. been, at leaat, ind1reetly related to thia topic. 
8019 ot the more relevant ot these stUdt8. will not ,be conaidered. 
In a study using the Bender-Gestal t Test a8 a measure ot 
personalit~, Corotto and Curnutt (1960) ~nV&8t!gateo the eftec-
tivene •• ot this instrument in differentiating a flight group 
b-om an aggressive group ot adolesoents. The subjects used in 
this study consisted ot 46 pairs ot adolescents who were 1$ 
matched by age, sex, and education. The groups were then seg-
regated on a sex basis and signiticant ditterences were ob-
tained. It was tound that adolescent girls who utilize primar-
ily tlight behavior tend to have lower Bender-Gestalt scores 
than do adolescent girls who react primarily with aggressive 
behavior. However, adolescent boys who tend primarily to 
react with aggressive behavior have lower Bender Gestalt 
scores than do boys whose primary behavior reactions are 
characterized by running away. Generall,. speaking, the re .. 
sults ot Corotte and OUrmutt fS stud,. are new and interesting. 
However, their tindings might have been more valid had the two 
author. not relied on them.elves as the only scorers tor the 
Bender protocols used in this study. 
Clawson (19,9) did a study in which she investigcate 
the Bender as an index of emotional disturbances in children. 
The subjects consisted ot an experimental group of 80 child-
ren in a guidance center and a control group ot 80 public 
school children Judged by teachers to be normal. The groups 
were matched tor age, sex, I.Q., and socioeconomic status. 
Three general hypothese. and a number ot secondary bypotheses 
were made. The tollowing results were obtained. Well ad-
justed children tend to draw Figure , outward and disturbed 
children tend to draw the design inward. An expansive Bender 
style is associated with acting out behavior in children. 
A decrease in the size of the figures is related to a tend-
ency to withdraw. '!here 1s an association between problems 
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in reading and the drawing ot an incol'rect number ot un! ts in 
Designs 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6. Continuing, Clawson tound that Cl').1.t-
stricted Bender drawings are associated with a constricted 
Rorschach. Closure ditficulties were tound to occur frequent-
ly when the Rorschach revealed interpersonal aggression. 
Lastly, extreme unevenness in figure size was found to be 
associated with aggressive content on the Rorschach. Clawson's 
study seems to be a well planned and controlled one. FUrther-
more, her results bave certainly advanced the knowledge in the 
field of the Bender as a projective instrument. 
The aforementioned study by Zolik (19S8) yielded in-
cidental findings which can be considered under the heading of 
the Bender as a measure of personality. He found that the 
variables ot 'Dots, Dashes, and Circles' differentiated signi-
ficantly between his delinquent and non-delinquent groups. He 
postulated tnat this fact was indicative of the possibility of 
either a maturational failure or of emotional factors giving 
rise to regressive tendencies in the delinquent group. An-
other finding was that "tpemor" was found to be significant in 
the delinquent group suggesting the possibility of neuromuscu-
lar ineoerdinatian under conditions of tension and anxiety. 
In conolusion, 'second attempt' was found to be Significantly 
present in the protocols ot delinquents. With reterence to 
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this finding, the author mentioned Butt's hypothesis that con-
siders the curvilinear part of Figure 4 to have dy.namic 
implications conoerning an individual's relationships with 
female figures. 
While the number of studies dealing with the Bender 
as a projective instrument, have been fairly substantial, too 
many of these studies have been poorly designed. In addition, 
the proponents of the Bender as a measure of personality seem 
to have been overly 418Matic in tneir olaims. That is, the 
claims made tor this instrument as a projeotive technique 
appear to be running tar ahead of aD1 validating data. This 
is not to sa)' that such claims will be discounted, but rather 
that they should be held in abeyance until more data is avail-
able. 
Now that the literature in these ditterent areas ot 
Bender research has been reViewed, some general conclusions 
will be presented with paPticular reterence being made to how 
these conclusions pertain to this study. With regard to the 
group methods of Bender administration, the research is not 
very extensive but it does tend to suggest that it 1s legiti-
mate to administer the Bender-Gestalt rest to groups as well 
as to individuals. However, it should be noted that delinquent 
populations were not used in validating these group methods of 
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administration and this tact may have some bearing on tne re-
sults obtained in this study. While there have been some 
studie3 using the Bender with delinquents, these studies have 
been tew and tor the moat part, poorly controlled. Further-
more, the rather sweeping conclusions that have been drawn trom 
these studies have been questioned by such Bender experts as 
Lauretta Bender, herself, and Tolor and Sehulberg. The third 
area or Bender research reviewed in this chapter was the ob-
jective scoring system. Of all the objective systems that 
have been developed, tn. Paseal and SUttell system has proven 
useful on adult protocols and the Koppitz modification has been 
found useful with the protocols of children. Many objective 
scoring systems have been found useful but not more efficacious 
than the intuitive evaluation or protocols. With respect to 
this study, it was relt that an objective method or comparison 
was needed 1n order to objectively compare the two types of 
administration used. Since none of the COMmonly used objectIve 
systems seem appropriate tor the type ot population and age 
groups used in this study, an original objeotive method ot cam-
parison was devised. The rinal area ot research reviewed 1n 
this section was the use ot the Bender as a projective instru-
ment. This area of research has been generally characterized 
by many poorly designed studies. In addition, certain pro-
ponents of this approaCh to Bonder interpretation have been 
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too cl ;:!tlat10 in tllOir ol.a1rJla. Thi. 18 net to sugg.at that th18 
&1"011 or reaearoh tn41 not yield t"l'U1ttul result. but zw8:tb.er that 
botter designed studies ahould be oonducted and flo ~rc pa.rsblon ... 
iOU9 L."l.ta1"Pl'Otat1on ot results of thae. atu<1tea ahould fOllow. 
'!*he.. two goals have been the intent of this ~~tuq. 
8ubjoEE 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND 
PROCEDURE 
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The subjects used in this study were 100 males between 
the ages ot 12 to 16 inclusive with a mean age of 15.2 years 
and a standard deviation of 1.7 who were committed to the 
Illinois Youth Commission (lye) as delinquents. The subjects 
were selected at ramdom trom the population ot boys who are 
sent to the Youth Commission. t s Reoeption and Diagnostio ConteI' 
where they are evaluated before being sent to other lye faoili-
ties, private agenoies, or returned to the oommuni ty. During 
the initial stages ot this study, most ot thB boys at the 
Reoeption Center were eligible to be used as subjects. Excluded 
trom the study were boys who did not tall within the ags groups 
ot 12 to 16 inclusi va and who, subsequent to the start of t;}. 
study were known to have been administered the Bender. Since 
the variables ot age, race and prior ta..."nilla.rization wi';;h th.~ 
test \-Tere being kept constant by means of oategorizing the sub-
jects, then the process ot subject selection became less random 
and more selective as these different oategories were being 
tilled. The manne!" in which the subjects llere catego!"ized will 
be p!"eaented in the Methodology seotion ot this chapter. 
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Methodology 
The sample used was divided into two groups which were 
called Group A and Group B. Group A consisted of 50 subjects 
who were administered the group Bender Test first and the in-
dividual test second. Group B consisted ot 50 subjects who 
were administered the individual Bender Test first and the 
group test second. The distribution of the subjects accord-
ing to mean ages and standard deviations tor the two experi-
mental groups is presented in Table I. This Table shows that 
there are no significant differences between groups A and B 
with regard to age. 
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Table I 
A Comparison of the Mean Ages and 
Standard Deviations of 
Groups A and B 
. _ .. "-, -" - .-"-
Group A Group B 
Ages Mean SD Mean 3D CR P 
12 (N=4) 12.3 12.4 
13 (N=8) 13.2 1.2 13.5 2.2 .020 
14 (N=24) 14.5 3.0 14.6 3.8 .680 
15 (N=32) 15.6 1.3 15.5 3.6 .103 
16 (N=32) 16.4 2.6 16.3 3.1 .312 
Total 15.2 1.2 15.2 1.1 .087 
__ . ___ • ___ 0_._' _0 
---~ .. --~- "-----~-------.-- -------
lb.. Bender G •• tnt ia generally thought of as an in-
strument tnat has good test - reteat reliability (TalcI' and 
3Chulberg (1963). Notwithstanding such eyidence, this study 
included a counter-balanoing 01' groups with regard to &4u1n-
lstr~tion 10 orGel' to tn.ul's that recent and prior familiari-
zation with the teat would .not introjeot anr 1ndet.~ate 
v~iable into the atua,. 
The individual and group adllin1.teHd repl'o4Uot1ons 
were ooapared as far .a tbe pl'eaence or ab •• nce of lS difter· 
eat *Yar1abl... The.e vaz.1able, were chosen tram a. .roup ot 
5> variable. whioh are resular-ll \led bl the statt ot the 
Illinois Youth CGUt1 •• s.on R ••• ptlon an4 Dl&gDOatic Center in 
evaluat1ng the Btmcler Teata of lYe warda. The tinal 15 varia-
ble. cboaEUl repHsented a oonsenaus of thlt .tatt' 8 opin1on as 
to WhiCh of the 55 variable. tnvolved Bender-Geatalten 41,-
tortiona having the following two chAraoteristics. They had. 
to be Bendel' diatortlan8 wblch were read.11,. observable and 
whoae .corius waa subject to minimal personal bias. 
Bendel' (1938, 1946). Hutt (194Sa), Paaea.l and Sattell 
( 19$1) and other. have .et prete.ciano •• for the ol1n101an or 
re.earcher selecting certatD B.nder factora on an a priori 
basia II In the cue of the PUoal and SUttel1 41SteDJ, empirical 
support has .:Lnc. been tumished tor the tactors which were 
chosen, Paacal and SUttel1 (19S1). Nadl.. (19$7) and *A 11.t 
ot vuiable. 1s to be found In Appendix A. 
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Olin and Resznikofr (1957) 
Theretore, the variables used in this system Si:,e well 
known ones that were selected in an a priori manner. Their 
validity and etfectiveness in ditferentiating different types 
of Bender administration in a delinquent population will be 
better known once the results ot this study are analyzed. 
The purpose in choosing the variables used in this 
study was that an objective means of comparing a person's in-
dividually administered reproductions with his group-admin-
istered reproductions was needed. The scale used would have 
to include only variables which were capable of being operation-
ally defined. It is felt that the variables used meet this 
criterion. As they are defined they are of a diohotomous na-
ture. That is, a decision ot whether or not x variable is 
present in x protocol is necessitated by the type ot variable 
used. 
In camparing the two types ot Bender admInistrations 
used in this study, the following assumption has to be made. 
The two methods ot administration are judged oomparable if 
there is no significant ditterence between the number ot devia-
tions present on the individually administered Bender protocols 
versus the group-administered ones. ~ oonverse would be that 
it the presence of one or more variables is signiticantly 
different tor the two types ot administration, then these two 
Table 2 
A Comparison Of The Size of Standard To 
Group Bender Gestalt Stimuli 
Designs 
---
Bender Cards Dimensions A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
- .~-"-- "--~-"'"---.--~~--- ----.--.-.- -""-_. -""-----_ .... " 
Length 2.0tf 5.2" 5.1" 1.8" 1:7" 1:3" 4.9" 2.1" 3.0" 
standard 
1 "1dth 1.0" .1" .4" 1.0" 1.7" 1.0" 2.9 tt 1.3" .6" 
Length 12.0" 13.0" 14.5" 6.8" 8.0" 5.0" 16.5" 6.8" 13.7" 
Group 
Width 6.0" 2.5" 1.4" 3.7" 8.0" 4.5" 10.7" 5.0 tt 1.8" 
Ratio Of Individual To Group Cards 
Length 1:6 1:2.5 1:2.8 1:3.7 1:4.7 1:3.8 1:3.3 1:3.8 1:4.5 
Width 1:6 1:2.5 1:3.5 1:3.7 1:4.7 1 :4.,5 1:3.6 1:3.3 1:3.0 
_"· __ o._~ "." ____ ~_._". __ " ________ ~. ~~_._. _____ "._.~ _____ . __ " .. _ .. ___ .~· ____ • _____ •• _____ .·., __ .~_.~ •• k __ • _____ ·_ 
~" ... - -"'--""~ ... ~ .. 
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methods of Bender administration, objectively speaking, are not 
comparable. 
Materials and Testing Procedure 
In both methods ot administration the subject aas pro-
vided with a medium soft penoil Which had on it a usable eraser. 
The subject was also turnished with eight and one-halt by eleven 
inch blank unruled paper. The apparatus used consisted ot the 
standard B-G cards copyrighted in 1946 by Lauretta Bender and 
the American Orthopsychiatric Association, Ino., and twelve 
and one-halt inch by seventeen inch white cards on which en-
larged reproductions ot the original B-G figures were printed 
in India Ink. 1'he group cards used in this study were devised 
tor use at the IYC Reception and Dlagnostic Center. While the 
size of all the cards is the same, the ratios ot the group re-
productions to the standard are different tor the different 
figures. The size ot the group tigures and their repationship 
to the standard will be shown in Table II. And now for the 
instructions which were the same for both individual and group 
administrations. 
The instructions read as tol1ows: 
I am gOing to anow you some cards, one at a 
time. Eaoh card containa soae simple tigures. 
I would 11ke you to copy these tigures on paper 
a S Hell as yO/J. can. Work in any waf that is 
best for you. This is not a test ot artistIc 
abilIty, but oopy the tigures as well as JOu 
are able to. It Jou have any questions, t.el 
tree to ask them. You will have one 
Minute in which to draw the tigure. Copy 
this as well as you can. 
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The factor of time was kept constant. That 1s to 
say that in both the group and individual tests the subject 
was given a maximum ot one minute in which to complete one 
ot the individual tigures. Except tor the variable ot time 
the method ot individual administration was the one pre-
scribed by Lauretta Bander. She points out in her original 
work that limiting the time element can result in primitive 
gestalt torms. However, this type ot result usually ocourran 
with tachistoscopic exposure times of approximately 5 seconds. 
It ie not felt that a time limit ot one minute, as used in 
this study, appreciably attected the resulting Bender foPms. 
On the other hand. by keeping the variable ot time constant 
tor both methods ot administration, any possible resulting 
ettect (because of the time tactor) would be the same tor 
the two types ot administration. In rea11 ty what did occur 
in the individual administration was that no subject used 
the entire time limit ot one minute to complete one design 
and the majority ot subjects completed each ot their designs 
within 30 seconds. 
While she did not set down a rigid method ot admin-
istering her test, Bender did set down some general guide-
lines to follow. She states that 1he examiner should have 
his materials prepared. He should have the Bendel' Ca:rds 
arranged in co.rect orde:r and pla.ced upon the table in such 
a manner that they a:re in a pile and tace down. The test 
materials previously mentioned should be placed upon a table 
in sight ot the subject. The test should not be started 
until a degree of rapport is establiahed Whioh will insure 
the subject's cooperation in the testing. The fomal part 
of the test begins with the examiner presenting Card A with 
the base towards the subject, and saying "copy this as well 
as you oan". The subjeot is not allowed to use any meohan-
ioal guides since this is a free hand drawing test. All 
the subjeot's questions are referred to him by such remarks 
as tfTha t t s up to you tt, or "Do it the way you think is best". 
After Card A has been completed the other oards are pre-
sented in sequenoe, the same procedu:re being used as was 
used with the fi:rst oard. No two oards should be presented 
simultaneously and the subject should be encouraged not to 
turn the ca1"d while he 1. copying the 1ttgure. 
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Except for the possibility of the subject rotating the 
oard, the instructions for the group administration were the 
saIlle as for the individual aciDinist1"ation. 
The group administration was conducted in the following 
manner. vh1le one person :read the instructions to the group 
and kept the tim€: with a stopwatoh, the other person held 
the group carda at chest level and stood approximately 
4 feet in tront ~id centered on the group. 
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With regard to the testing rooms,the group testing 
took place in an average size, well·ventilated and lighted 
classroom. The average size of the groups was approximately 
20. The 1nd! vidual administra.tions \yere conducted in four 
separate but identically constructed, 'tfell-lighted and venti-
lated ottices. 
~ter IV 
Result. and Discussion 
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The date gathered in this atud1 vere treated by m.eana 
ot the cbi Squa%'o statistioal tecbn1qua (Underwood at al. 19$4). 
The toll.o\d.ng tomat vill b$ followed in presenti..'118 the %'8-
sults. l'our tabl •• wl11 be ~107"d 1n teating r~the81a I 
vb10b states that the t1Po ot iWnde%' ac.td.n1atr-atlon will not 
have a s.tsnltloant effect on tbe Nlaulting figure l"6pvoduc-
tIona. Pollowtng the prosentatlon of theM tour tablea, 
iI)'potbesla II ('.t'h$ pOl"'sonall t,. ot the deUnquant wtll be 
X*e:tleeted b7 a .~lcmt 1ncf'MSG !n certaJ.n Bender ft~­
ableB wh1ch meaaul'e tratts oaaon to th1a populatIon) will be 
tested b7 me&n.a ot Q .el'bal lUustltatlon ot three t:requenc7 
constellations ot Bender Y8~labl.s. Once the results h 7& 
been put forth, a disousslon ot theso t1nd1ngs 'Will bo P%'l'8-
aemod. 
We aball nov p~oeed to pNaent tIle results tor 
!!ypothos18 I. In?1guro 1 can be seen the f'HqUM101 of Bender 
VI.U'l'lablea fox- the two tJPGIJ ot aCh1n1stratlon. F~ this ~&.ph 
it can ba a.tIl that the percentages ot deY1attons are sonel"allj 
SCIl'lawhat lower tor the Ind1 viduall,. a"'1ntatared protocols 
than tor the group acb1n1stereQ ones. Onl: 1n the case ot: 
variables ,3 (e:r-aaure.), 6 (numbettlng d •• 1gna), 14 (l~ page 
used) a%'O tM!tG notewo:r~ dtttsNncoa betwe«1 the two typos 
ot admlniatratlone. 
" I I 
I 
I 
• \ I 
+ 
_____ Group 
---------Individual 
123#fS" 
V A R I A B L E S 
Fig. 1 Frequency polygons representing 
the percentage of cases in which the 
Bender variables were prA~ent in bot,h 
type:) of administration 
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In order to compare the frequencies ot the ditferent 
age groups, the differences for eaCh of the 15 variables were 
transformed into percentages which in turn pr0sent a compari-
son among age gr-O'.Jps having ditfel'ent 1P s. These values can 
be seen in Table 3. In this ,able it can be seen that there 
is signIficantly more val'iabili ~y among the 12 year olds than 
any othel' age group. From ages 13 to 1$ there i8 a pregres-
sive decrease in var-iability. However. the var-iability 
1ncr-eases slightly with the 16 year olds. Thaser results 
will be discussed tur-ther in the second part of this chapter. 
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Table J 
P~elentatlon ot Difteranoes in the Form ot Pel'centages 
. Between ax-cup and Indl vldual Bendel' A.dm1n1stratlon 
AOCOX-ding to Ages and Va~1abl" 
Ages V!U"la.bles 
- -~ .. ~--'"-- -~, .-~.-.,~-, .. ~~-.... -... 
-- --'--'--.'--~ --".-~ _ .. , - ---~ -
- --" .. ---~-----. ---~ _ .. --.--- .. --- .. 
1 2 .3 4 5 .- 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS Totals b 
12 2; o 50 2$ 25 2$ o 50 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 300 
13 25 o 36 25 0 0 o 25 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 112 
14 17 4 2; 4 0 4 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 33 100 
15 0 o 31 12 3 25 3 3 6 .3 .3 0 0 9 6 96 
16 9 040 6 a 22 .3 0 .3 .3 6 0 0 22 .3 117 
<C-"1'1-,5 To \-v t:' ~' 
v .s-LOYOLA. 
UNiVERSITY 
L.'BRAR'< 
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Table 4 shows the overall significance ot those Bender 
variables which have a theoretical frequency or expected fre-
quency ot 5 or more. The overall X2 of 26.424 is significant 
at the .01 level of confidence using 7 degrees of freedom. 
From the Table it can be seen that 8 variables had a theoret-
ical or expected frequency of 5 or more 
Table 4 
1'est1ng Oyez-all Slgn1rlcance bi Means ot Chi SqulU'e 
ot Two TJP88 ot Bender Ada1n1strat1on 
t Po (Or) Po (Ind)' P't 
1. SeparatlOAs 14 22 18 
2. Rotations 4 3 3., a 
3. Erasuns 80 46 63 9.160 
.960 4. Iatp. No. Sides 22 29 25.5 
S. FI-ee Floating Diamond 5 S S .000 
6. Number anCl/or Camp. 30 
7. Pel's. to J:nd Page .3 
B. Colllslon 1 
9. MOl'e than One Page 25 
10. Concrete Figure. 2 
11. All 9 Plg. One Edge 4 
12. One Design Whole Page 0 
13. All Designs One Q;uarter Page 0 
14. All Designs One Halt Page 16 
15. Duplications 
1$ 
S 
4 
23 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4 
22.$ S.ooo 
4 a 
2.$ a 
24 .084 
1 a 
2 a 
o a 
o a 
10 7.200 
S.$, 2.260 
· 2l).Ii1!4 
a. Ch1 Square not computable because *l't 18 le88 than 5. 
Table 5 provides an illustration of the level of signi-
ficance or non-significance for the 8 Bender variables which 
were computable by means of Chi Square. From thie Table it 
can be seen that the variables of Erasures &nd All DesIgns 
One-Half Page have X2 values great enough to be signIfIcant 
at the .01 level. The variable of Numbering and/or Comp. 
with an X2 of 5.000 is signifIcant at the .05 level. All 
the other variables did not significantly dIfferentiate be-
tween the two types of administration. 
Table 5 
Illust~ation ot Signifioanoe o~ Non-Significanoe 
Fo~ Bende~ Variables Computable 
By Means of Chi Square 
Va~1ables Level ot Significance j 
N.S. .05 
Sepuations 1.760 
Erasures 
Imp. No. Sides .960 
F~ee Floating Diamond .000 
Numbering and/o~ Camp. S.OOO 
More Than One Page .084 
All Designs One-Halt Page 
Duplications 2.260 
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.01 
9.160 
7.200 
In Table 3 it should be noted that the amount of 
variability was nearly three times as great for the 12 year 
olds as it was tor any of the other age groups. This inord-
inate amount of variability ~ould be due to the very small 
number ot subjects in this age group. Also to be considered 
are the emotional fa~tors operating in youngsters who have 
acted out extensively enough to be called delinquents by the 
time they are 12 years old. T.his Table also illustrated how 
there was a progressive decrease in variability from the ages 
13 through 15 and how the variability increased again with 
the 16 year olds. There is, therefore, a curVilinear rela-
tionship between age and amount of variability on the Bender. 
The curvilinearity of this relationship is refle~ted in the 
very low linear ~orrelation ~oeftl~1ent ot -.04. This ~or­
relation ~oerti~ient Is very much in keeping with the find-
ings or Zolik (1958), Who tound a ~orrelation ot .04 between 
the ages ot his delinquent group and their functioning on 
the Bender. 
The total Ohi Square value of 26.424 on Table 4 is sig-
nificant at the .01 level. Because ot small theoreti~al fre-
quencies, only 8 variables were computable by means ot Chi· 
Square, Burke (1949). At first glan~e an apparent signifi-
cant ditference seems to exist between the group and the 
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standard method of Bender administration. A closer inspec-
tion of this Table reveals that only three of the 8 oomputable 
variables have Chi Square values of 5.0 or higher. One con-
clusion from this phenomenon is that the relatively large Chi 
Square value ot these three variables may be inordinately 
affecting the overall level of significanoe. AD important as 
the v&riables which show a high frequenoy of ocourrence in 
either or both of these methods of admini~trp~~on are those 
variables Which are never or seldom found in the protoools of 
this population. The presence of such things as rotations, 
perseveration to the end of the page, collisions, concretized 
figures, all 9 figures on one edge of page, one design on a 
single page, and all the figures occupying a quadrant of the 
page, were found to be present in less than 5% of all the pro-
tocols studied. Therefore, the examiner upon seeing one or 
more of these variables present in any particular record, 
should be torwarned that, at the very least, this is an uncom-
mon reoord and, therefore, it might warrant further investiga-
tion. 
In Table 5 is pursued a further investigation of the 
significance or non-significance ot the 8 computable variables. 
From this table one can see that only 3 ot the 8 variables 
are significant at the .05 level or higher. This table seems 
to bring to a focus the inordinate effect of these three var-
iables in oontributing to an overall level of significance. 
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Before going into the implications of these findings tor 
Hypothesis I, it probably would be well to analyze the three 
significant variables individually. The first to be investi-
gated is the variable of erasures. This variable occurred with 
much more frequency than any other variables. It was also 
found significantly more often in the group than in the indi vid-
ually administered protocols. Several explanations might be 
put forth to explain this fact. A major factor might be the 
one of the group influence during the group administration of 
the test. That is, if one boy sees that another boy is eras-
ing he might do the same. Or if he should happen to see that 
the figures he drew are not the same as his neighbor he might 
be prone to change them. Another explanation might be that 
since the group test is administered with Bender Cards that 
are at a distance from the subject, then the person might be 
less sure of his efforts than if he had the individual cards 
immediately in front of him and within his reach as is the 
case in the individual administration. Billingslea (1948) im-
plies that erasures are an indi.ation of uncertainty. 
The second variable whioh showed up signifioantly dif-
ferent in the two types of administrations was the variable of 
numbering and/or compartmentalization of the figures. Here 
again this variable was present significantly more often in the 
group administered protocols. The explanation put forth for 
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the variable of erasures might be applicable for this variable. 
If a person sees another numbering and/or compartmentalizing 
his figures he may feel that it is expected and that he should 
do the same. The factor of having the cards at a distance 
from the subject again may ~esult in some uncertainty. Re-
lated to this insecurity is a factor worthy of notice and 
that is that the group test was administered in a classroom 
setting. This type of setting has many negative feelings 
attached to it for the delinquent who, according ,to Clueck, 
(1959) has often been unsuccessful in meeting the requirements 
of the normal school curriculum. The numbering and/or com-
partmentalization, thus, might have been an attempt to compen-
sate for this unpertainty of the classroom atmosphere by 
setting external guidelines such as might be provided by num-
bering and/or compartmentalizing the figures. Anderson and 
Anderson (1951) say that numbering and/or compartmentaliz~ 
ation are reflective of a search for security. 
The third variable is all designs occupying a half of 
the page. This is a variable which may again be effeDeed by 
the subject, in the group session, being afraid to extend him-
self and therefore, limiting his effort to as small an area as 
possible. To refer to Anderson and Anderson, a subject who 
places all of his figures on the upper half of a page is a 
person who is trying to attain security through contiguity. 
1·hat are the implications of these findings for Hy-
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pothesis 11 We ax-s confronted with an overall significance 
between the Group and Individual method or administration. 
Upon turther analysis it is evident that there are only 
3 variables ~ch differentiated signifioantly between the 
two types of Bender administration. In othel' words, the 
majority ot variables abowed no significant differenoe ot 
adminlstration. The follOwing oan probabl:r be said. Using 
allot the variables Whioh this study employed, certain ones 
will show signifioant ditterenoes but the majority will not. 
Also, those variables Whioh showed up significant were ot a 
selt imposed type whiCh could be etreoted by situational 
factors suoh as the influenoe of the peer group or efrect ot 
the olassroom setting. Those variables suCh as rotations, 
improper number ot sides and oonoretization, whioh are not 
felt to be the result ot situational faotors but rather more 
stable personality faotors, did not vary sign1fioantly with 
the type ot administration used. ~eretore, in re:-()r,tenoe to 
Hypothesis I, our data leads us to conolude that 1.4'lfJ:'iI 1s a 
differenoe between group and individual Bender administra-
tion. ot delinquents when the me&9ur-e ot comparison used 1s 
the 1$ va~iables anp10yed in this study. In other wo~ds, 
Hypothesis I is rejected. However, it MU4t be stated that 
the majority or the variables studied showed no signifioant 
difference between the tuo types ot adnd.nistration 'Which is 
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i:1 keeping with the findings of Suczek and Klopfer (1952), 
Blum and Nims (1953) and Keogh and ~ith (1961). Our re-
sults apropos to Hypothesis I is that there is an overall 
similarity between the two types of administration but that 
with this delinquent population there are several variables 
which do differentiate quite signifioantly between the two 
types of administration. It could very well be that with a 
more refined statistioal technique where the effect of the 
different variables is l>etter weighed there would be no over-
all signifioaflt differenoe found. 
The results of this study as they are related to Hy-
pothesis II will now be discussed. This Hypothesis states 
that the personality of the delinquent will be refleoted by 
a significant increase in certain Bender variables whioh 
measure traits common to this population. An attempt will 
be made to delimit three small constellations or groupings 
of those Bender variables whioh appear fairly frequently in 
the protocols of the delinqUents used in this study. The 
frequency of these variables was summed for the two types of 
administration and are felt to reflect traits common to the 
delinquent. In constellation I is found the variable with 
the greatest frequency of occurrence. This variable was 
discussed earlier at which time it was felt to be indicative 
of insecurity. Constellation II has three variables which 
will be discussed individually. The first is the variable 
of Improper Number of Sides which, according to Anderson and 
Anderson (1951), is reflective of some disturbance in visual 
motor coordination. Zolik (1958) found similar results. The 
second variable in this constellation is the one of More Than 
One Page Used. The use of more than one page is indivative 
of an expansiveness of Bender style. Clawson (1959) found 
that an expansive Bender style is associated with acting out 
behavior in children. 
The last variable in constellation II is Numbering andl 
or Compartmentalization of figures which, like the variable of 
erasures, was discussed earlier in this chapter. In short, 
it is reflective of an attempt to gain security. Constella-
tion II has two variables and they are separations and all 
designs occupying a half page. Separations is a complex var-
iable in that, according to Anderson and Anderson, it can be 
either due to organic conditions or functional disorders. 
The second variable in this discussion is termed all designs 
occupying a half page. This variable was earlier in this 
chapter said to be due to a search for security by means of 
contiguity. Once these constellations are considered to-
gether we get the picture of an average delinquent. He is a 
basically insecure person with a possible visual motor dis-
turbance who acts out because of a personality disturbance 
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~r undeterminate origin. 
Chapter V 
Summary and Conclusions 
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This study was conducted for the purpose of comparing 
a group method of Bender administration with tha standard 
method. It was also the purpose of this research to set 
down S01ne constellations of Bender varia.bles which would 
give some understanding of the personality of the delinquent. 
In order to fulfill these two goals, 15 Bender variables 
were selected by the author as the instrument of comparison. 
These 15 variables were used to evaluate the group and in-
dividual Bender protocols of 100 male delinquents between 
the ages of 12 to 16 inolusively who were administered both 
a group test and an individual test. The factors of age, 
race and practice effect were kept constant by a combination 
of a counterbalancing of groups and a matching of SUbjects. 
The results for the two types of administration were compared 
by means of Chi Square. 
The results of this stucly lead to the following con-
clusions. The two types of Bender administration were signi-
ficantly different in the population t~sted and with the 
method of comparison used. However, the majority of variables 
showed no significant difference between the two types of ad- . 
ministration. Therefore, it is concluded that in a delinquent 
population the method of administration may influence only 
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those Bender variables which are sensitive to situational 
faotors and may not influence variables whioh measure more 
stable personality traits. A further oonclusion would be 
that once those Bender variables that are influenced by sit-
uational factoBs are recognized then the group administrated 
reproductions of the delinquent are comparable to the indiv-
idually administered reproductions. 
A secondary purpose of this study was to present Bender 
configurations which would give some further understanding to 
the personality of the delinquent. It is concluded that be-
fore suoh a goal is reached, more research is needed to sub-
stantiate the meaning of these variables. As it was, this 
study could only present a few rather glob al personality 
characteristics of the delinquent which do not really help 
differentiate him from other nosologioal groups such as the 
organic or the psychotic. 
The same number ot cases in each age group would have 
provided a more representative sample of the population of 
delinquents. The variables used might have been more refined 
and discriminatingJ of the 15 variables only 8 had an ex. 
pected frequency large enough to permit the use of the Chi 
Square statistical technique. Lastly, the subjects were not 
matched tor IQ or educational levels. 
FUture research should be undertaken to investigate 
the comparability ot these two modes ot Bender administration 
~ 
using other scoring techniques. More work needs to be done 
to correlate variables on the Bender with behavioral signs. 
Until this is accomplished it probably will be difficult to 
devise any constellation of Bender signs wInch would aid in 
understanding the personality of the delinquent. 
1. 
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APPENDIX A 
1) S!pga~C>DA~ 'lhe figuro. being apll. t into 8ubpa.l'ts at 
the po i iihe".. a connection between the subparts 1s 
existent in the atandf.Utd ca,J.'IIda. The tlS!lres WheN this 
variable will be checked are t~res A. 4, and e. ( Sepa-
ration 1s not checked on flgure 8 when varlable S ls 
checked .. and this 1s done so u to not doubly penalize 
one d1stox-tlon.) 
2) 1f~!1, RotAfiO!'U A :ttevolution of 150 degree. ot the total 
sure on a u1a. This vuiable concema itaelf with 
figures A, ), 4. 5, anc 7. 
3) Er~el: The el'a.dieatlon ot a ntlU'k pl'eVloualr made 1n ~ guN repl'oducBiona by the uae ot the pencil eruel' 
pt-Ovided w1 th the test 1'4ate:rlals. (A comb1natlon ot a 
cel'ttdn t,-p& ot paper and eruers used in tlvt group ad-
ministration perMitted a valld use ot thia v8Piable). 
4., IttmF,9PfE. ~beF_.pr_Si,de,: The peNeptual 1"epl'Oduction 
of an .proper nwnlier 0 linear subparts ot a figure 
when cmpared with the atandal'd cards. This variable 
18 oheclced in figures .1\, 4, 7, md 8. 
S) Free Float~ a.-ltdl Failure ot the enclosed d1Ulond !.ii' Hg_' B 0 meet -th the uppex- and lower linea ot the 
karge hexagob. 
6) ~be. 81l{l/..or '1!F~tp.l'taMm of, ~r,lV ProVl ng an,. ox- a E. i'IguI'EU' a n~ rand/or 
other t:;pe ot 1nd1 't11duatlon. 
7) Pf.u.'f'UJ!!~t,on to FJnd o.t faif:e, Continuing the liorlftontal 
propeason 'ot a f'Igur.oee horl~ontaI length 1s longer 
than half' ot the width ot the page in ouch IS. manner that 
the figure is term:1ntlted b7 the right band margin. 'l"h1a 
vanable 1. applicable to 1'18uro. 1. 2, 6, and 8. 
8) COl}.iSi~ ~t F1mres t The croasing 01'* collIding ot one 
l'IgtU"G t:"'ano or-more figure reproductions on the a._ 
protocol. 
9 ) More tmr ane p~e Used: The use of mON tlwl one side ot 
'im B "an 'One li'a- by 1I inch sheet of whit~ unruled paper. 
10) 
11) 
CS!l!!£!tlzat1on: The addition to or elaboration ot one or ~gur$'$ In Buch a manner that thG gestalten 18 not 
destJ.'f01od but l,"ath&r VlIIU:!\l into a rep:tteselltat1on or a con-
orete object. 
N1n! flsyrea W 9le ;s~e PL~e: When all nine B-G 
lISUJ"as a1"e a gne<! a Oft.g elfn- ot the vertical. edge. 
of one pap. 
12) 
14) 
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Only One Desi~ Per Page: When no more than one figure 
oocupIes one s de of a page. 
All Desi~s OCCUaYi~ One Quarter of Page: The page 
first be=:rig dlvi ad nto four quadrants, all the designs 
nlUst be contained in the area enclosed by no more than 
one quadrant. 
All Desi~s occu~ying One-Half of Page: The page first 
being dl~ded in 0 quadrants, ali designs must be con-
tained in tho area enclosed by no more than two ad-jaoent quadrants nor less than one complete quadrant. 
lAlplications: \fuen two or more reproductions of the 
same fIgure are contained on the same test result sheet. 
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